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Lab Rat: Actually, this is rocket science, part 2
on 20 September 2000, 22:00
by Niall McKay

To get this column sent to your inbox, subscribe to the email newsletter.
In the quantum computing community, IBM research scientist Nabil Amer is an odd
fish. While most scientists are frustrated by the fact that if you touch, tamper with, or
even look at the atoms in a quantum computer, you distort the results, he embraces
the principle. That's because he is depending on it to create a new type of
tamper-proof security technology called quantum encryption.

"Anybody looking at or copying a quantum stream of information will automatically
corrupt the data," says Mr. Amer. "This renders the information useless and alerts
the recipient that there is something wrong."

Mr. Amer's quantum encryption team has made significant progress in the past 12
months and estimates that they will have a working prototype of an encryption
engine in the next two years.

IBM is not the only company investing in the technology. The Department of
Energy's Los Alamos National Labs, Toshiba, British Telecom, and Japan's NTT are
also developing quantum encryption techniques.

Over at Los Alamos, quantum information team leader Richard Hughes is running a
quantum encryption program to develop the technology for the military and satellite
communities.

ENGAGE OR EMBRACE

"You can either fight quantum or embrace it," Mr. Hughes says. "But we believe that
it will provide the security that the military requires, because to break current
cryptography is a question of mathematical difficulty, but to break quantum
encryption, you've got to break the laws of physics."

Still, it would be a mistake to believe that quantum computing will change our world
in the near term. For one thing, experts including Mr. Amer and Mr. Hughes say that
it will be at least 20 years before we have a commercial version of a quantum
computer. And then it will only be good at certain applications such as database
searching.

Bell Lab's Lov Grover spends most of his time trying to dream up applications for
quantum computing. "They will be very good at doing massively parallel
computation," he says. "But we are still looking for other useful applications."

"Perhaps speech synthesis or artificial intelligence," Mr. Grover ventures. "But not
even a quantum computer can crack computing's greatest conundrum -- the
traveling salesman problem. If you have a salesman that needs to travel between a
dozen cities, how do you calculate the shortest route?

"It's easy when the number of destinations is low," continues Mr. Grover. "But what if
you are trying to route bits across the Internet, where there are possibly millions of
locations?" That is the problem that Mr. Grover is working with quantum computing
to try to solve.

SILICON SPIN

The length of time until quantum computers can be practically applied also has
researchers like Mr. Amer raising questions. He's in the minority, but he believes
that, until now, we have been perhaps going down the wrong road by developing
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and ion trap quantum computers.

"We've made great progress with NMR quantum computers; however, it's a
completely new branch of science," he says. "I believe that we should leverage the
current trillion-dollar silicon industry to develop a solid-state quantum computer."

Mr. Amer believes that super-conductivity -- that is, getting an electron to move
down a piece of wire without producing any heat -- is the way to make quantum
computers solid state. That way qubits could be free to calculate without being
modified by their environment.

And that's probably the way that this industry will go. For instance, Hewlett-
Packard's interest in quantum computing is in order to reduce the size of today's
computers, rather than to develop a new branch of science.

"We are nearing the stage where transistors are so small that they are governed by
the laws of quantum physics anyway," says Deepak Srivestava of NASA's Ames
Research Center. "We are focusing on doping silicon-based materials rather than
using NMR quantum computers."

Discuss today's Lab Rat column in the Lab Rat column discussion, or check out
forums, video, and events at the Discussions home page.
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